
 

MARK GARETH CREASY (G55-63) 

The following is taken mainly from an article in the Autumn 1994 OF Magazine :- 

He was born on 4 October 1944. 

After studying mining technology he went to Western Australia.  He then spent 25 
years prospecting with pick, shovel and pan in the Australian outback around 

Perth.  In 1994 he struck it rich to the tune of £84m.  That is what he is to be paid 
by Australian gold mining company for his title to mineral rights in an area in the 

Yandel Belt of Western Australia. 

He wandered the outback in a battered 4 wheel drive vehicle and says that he will 

continue to prospect but in a much bigger way. “I always knew that one day I 

would find a major deposit worth a lot of money” he is reported from Australia as 
saying.  He first observed the area where he hit pay dirt in 1976 and realised it 

was a potential gold-bearing area but it took him years to peg out the 1000 
square km claim. 

After the deal was done, Mark was quoted as saying “People think prospecting is a get rich quick scheme but 
really it is get poor scheme unless you are very fortunate.  It is a very long and arduous process.”  For several 

years I was panning soil, bashing rocks and taking samples of gold from the area just like any normal 

prospector.  My tools were a pan, shovel and hammer as I looked for nuggets but kept my eyes open for other 
things.  I would make a bit of money, spend it, make some more and then I would be broke again.” 

His deal with Great Central Mines involves a payment of £3m immediately and the rest of the £84m as the 
company works the remote area, which had already yielded more than 3m ounces of gold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The following page is taken from :- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


